
7 in 10 Parents Say Children’s Post-Pandemic
Social Skills Are at Risk, Per Osmo Study

Data Shows 81% of Parents Want Schools to Implement
Activities Teaching Their Kids Social Skills

NEWS RELEASE BY OSMO

According to a new study of 2,000 U.S. parents of school aged-children (5-14 years), parents have

tried a myriad ways to keep their kids active and social during the pandemic, however, 7 in 10

perceive their child’s post-pandemic social skills to be at risk, even as things return to normal. The

majority of parents (71%) are also worried about potential learning loss that may have resulted by

not being in school, and are pursuing a variety of means to keep up their child’s studies at home

this summer. The study was commissioned by STEAM brand Osmo and conducted by OnePoll.

Osmo’s study reveals that 77% of parents encouraged their child to be social and active from afar,

while at home. For example, they allowed their child to: play video games or online games with

others (52%); call and text friends often (49%); make neighborhood friends (45%); engage in

outdoor activities like walking and bike riding (46%); attend virtual get togethers (35%); and new

friends online (23%).

Despite trying their hardest, two in three parents are worried that their child has gotten more

socially awkward around others, and 62% do not think their kid will be able to pick up where they

left off upon returning to class this fall. Specifically, parents worry that their child will have trouble

in these areas: making conversation with friends (41%); meeting new people (40%); sharing (35%);

staying quiet for long periods (34%); waiting their turn (31%); or remembering to say “please” and

“thank you” (37%).

The survey also revealed that parents value socializing, with 85% believing it is a necessary skill to

use in school. Forty-four percent of respondents place academic learning and socializing on the

same level of importance, and four in five (81%) think schools should implement more activities

that encourage and teach social skills.

“We understand how difficult the pandemic was for both kids and their parents – many of us at

Osmo experienced these challenges ourselves,” says Pramod Sharma, CEO of award-winning

Osmo, known for its bestselling Coding Starter Kit, Creative Starter Kit, Genius Starter Kit, and

Little Genius Starter Kit. “This past year has taught all of us that learning is about so much more

than academics. As a brand, Osmo is committed to applying these insights toward multi-player

experiences that promote the social-emotional learning parents look for and kids need.”
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The study also reveals four in five parents made sure their children succeeded academically even

through tough times and emphasized that school was as important as ever before. Over half of

parents (52%) stuck by their child’s side when they struggled with an assignment, 47% encouraged

their child to study more, 43% tried to make learning fun through games or educational activities,

while 42% percent took the time to create extra homework to ensure their child understood the

material they were learning during homeschooling.

However, three in four parents believe their child lost a year of proper education due to COVID,

and the majority (71%) are concerned that it will be difficult for their kids to catch up on learning

they may have missed. With this in mind, four in five (81%) believe that certain technology or

entertainment tools may be the solution to improving both their child’s social and educational

skills. When asked what subject they think their kids are most likely to struggle with, parents said

math (41%) followed by science (37%) and language arts (34%).

Additional parental concerns about children’s re-entry to class include: not remembering their

school supplies and books (42%); focusing in class (41%); or using a full keyboard not attached to a

tablet (36%) again; opening their locker (32%); and doing their homework every day (32%).

7 in 10 parents say children’s post-pandemic social skills are at risk, per STEAM brand

Osmo's latest study; and 81% of parents want schools to implement activities teaching

their kids social skills.
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Osmo is an award-winning STEAM brand with more than 2.5 million learners worldwide. It is

building a universe of hands-on play experiences that nourish the minds of children by unleashing

the power of imagination. The company brings physical tools into the digital world through

augmented reality and its proprietary reflective artificial intelligence. Osmo is headquartered in

Palo Alto, California. Learn more at playosmo.com.
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